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Connect overview
With Connect, you can integrate Tanium™ with a SIEM, log analytics tools, threat feeds,
or send email notifications.

Connections
A connection is the link between a connection source and a connection destination. The
connection source might be data that Tanium is creating, like an answer or a log
message. The connection destination is something outside of Tanium that you are
integrating with, like a security information and event management (SIEM) tool.

Connection destinations
Connect includes templates for many common SIEM tools, file, log, and email formats.
You can use these templates to integrate with configuration management databases
(CMDB), trouble ticketing systems, and proprietary IT systems.
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Configuring a SIEM destination on page 83
Creating an Elasticsearch destination on page 50
Configuring Palo Alto Networks Dynamic Access Group on page 74
Configuring Palo Alto Networks WildFire and Tanium Detect on page 75
Configuring a ServiceNow destination on page 87
Configuring a SQL Server destination on page 93
Configuring VirusTotal on page 100
Configuring an email destination on page 56
Configuring a file destination on page 63

Connection sources
Action History
The action history is a record of all actions issued by console operators. To view this
record in Tanium, click Actions > Action History. For more information, see Tanium
Platform User Guide: Managing Action History.

Asset Report
Tanium™ Asset comes with a set of predefined reports to help you prepare for audit and
inventory activities. For each of the predefined reports, you can create a connection that
specifies a report as a data source. Currently supported destinations include Email, File,
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HTTP, Socket Receiver, Splunk, and SQL Server. For more information, see Tanium
Asset User Guide: Asset overview.

Audit Log
Tanium Server keeps detailed audit logs for server configuration and settings changes.
However, accessing these logs requires direct access to the Tanium database. To
access the audit logs, you can set them up as a data source in Tanium Connect.
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Event
Tanium solutions, like Tanium™ Detect and Tanium™ Discover, can forward events to
Connect as a data source. These events can then be used as a connection source in a
connection and sent to any of the available connection destinations.

Palo Alto WildFire
Integration between Tanium and WildFire takes a list of confirmed malware from a Palo
Alto firewall and requests a full report from the WildFire system. The full malware report
is then converted into a standard indicator of compromise (IOC) and passed to the
Detect system for multiple endpoint compromise detection. For more information, see
Configuring Palo Alto Networks WildFire and Tanium Detect on page 75.

Question Log
The question history log is a history of every question that has been asked. When you
are using the question log as a data source in Connect, you can filter the log in several
ways to reduce the total volume of data being sent. For more information, see Tanium
Platform User Guide: Question History.

Reputation Service
The reputation service is an aggregated repository of reputation data from various
sources, including as Palo Alto WildFire and VirusTotal. You can choose which type of
status to include, such as only malicious or suspicious content. You can choose to
include the full report, which includes the detailed information from the reputation source,
not just the status of the reputation item. You must have one or more reputation sources
configured to get information from this connection source. For more information, see
Configuring reputation data on page 36.

Saved Question
A saved question is a Tanium question that you want to ask on a repeated basis. For
more information about saved questions, see Tanium Platform User Guide: Working with
Saved Questions. You can use the following settings for saved questions:
Setting

Description

Use
Cached
Data

To reduce the impact on endpoints, consider using the Use Cached Data setting.
When enabled, the Use Cached Data setting pulls saved question results from the
cache on the Tanium Server. If the saved question has not been asked before the
connection is created, the connection asks the saved question the first time it runs.
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Setting

Description

Flatten

You might want to enable the Flatten setting to process results as individual records.
For example, you might want to get notified when you see a new MD5 hash on a
machine. Without the Flatten setting enabled, the entire data set that is retrieved by
the saved question from a machine, such as all MD5 hashes, is considered to be a
single record. Any change that is made to this data set shows up in the destination. By
enabling the Flatten setting, Connect processes the new hashes on an individual
basis (one MD5 hash from one machine) instead of all hashes from a machine as a
single record.

Hide
Errors

If the saved question returns an error, you can use the Hide Errors setting to prevent
the error results from getting sent to the destination.

Hide No
Results

If the saved question returns [No results], you can use the Hide No Results
setting to prevent this result from being sent to the destination.

Recent

If you want to include results from machines that are offline, select Recent, which
returns the most recent answer to the saved question for the offline endpoint.

Answer
Complete
Percent

Results are returned when the saved question returns the configured complete
percent value. Any results that come in after the configured percent value has passed
are not sent to the destination. If you are finding that the data returned from the saved
question is incomplete in your destination, you can disable this setting by setting it to
0. If disabled, all data is returned after the timeout passes.

Timeout

Minutes to wait for clients to reply before returning processed results.

Batch
Size

Number of rows that are returned for the saved question results at one time. This
setting might vary depending on your destination.

Server Information
Use the server information in the following location as a connection
source: https://<tanium_server>/info.json.

System Status
System status includes the state of all the endpoints, including some useful information
about the endpoint like IP Address, position in the network, and the last time it registered
with the Tanium Server. For more information about the system status data, see Tanium
Platform User Guide: Monitoring System Status.

VirusTotal Process
VirusTotal is an online catalog of known malware. The connection source for a
connection is a combination of Tanium and VirusTotal data. For more information, see
Configuring VirusTotal on page 100.
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Connection schedules
A connection run is a single iteration of sending data from a connection source to a
connection destination. Use Cron schedules to adjust the timing of each connection run.
You can have connections run at different combinations of on the minute, hour, day,
week, or month. You can see when connections are running and how much data is
being sent with the schedule view. For more information about schedules, see Schedule
connections on page 30.

This documentation may provide access to or information about content, products (including hardware and software), and services
provided by third parties (“Third Party Items”). With respect to such Third Party Items, Tanium Inc. and its affiliates (i) are not responsible for
such items, and expressly disclaim all warranties and liability of any kind related to such Third Party Items and (ii) will not be responsible for
any loss, costs, or damages incurred due to your access to or use of such Third Party Items unless expressly set forth otherwise in an
applicable agreement between you and Tanium.
Further, this documentation does not require or contemplate the use of or combination with Tanium products with any particular Third Party
Items and neither Tanium nor its affiliates shall have any responsibility for any infringement of intellectual property rights caused by any
such combination. You, and not Tanium, are responsible for determining that any combination of Third Party Items with Tanium products is
appropriate and will not cause infringement of any third party intellectual property rights.
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Getting started
1. Install Connect. For more information, see Installing Tanium Connect on page 22.
If you are upgrading from a previous version, see Upgrading Tanium Connect on
page 23.
2. Configure reputation sources. For more information, see Configuring reputation
data on page 36.
3. Create connections. Connections consist of a data source and destination.
4. When you have multiple connections, you can view a list of all the connections and
the connection schedule. For more information, see Managing connections on
page 27.
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Requirements
Review the requirements before you install and use Connect.

Tanium dependencies
Component

Requirement

Platform

Version 6.5 or later.

Tanium™ Client

No client requirements.

Tanium™ Detect

Version 2.2 or later (optional).

Tanium™ Trace

Version 2.0.5 for reputation data (optional).

Tanium™ Incident
Response

For hash data (optional).

License

For information about licensing Connect, contact your Technical Account
Manager (TAM).

Tanium Module Server computer resources
Connect is installed and runs as a service on the Tanium™ Module Server host
computer. The impact on the Module Server is minimal and depends on usage. For more
information, contact your TAM.

Third-party software requirements
With Connect, you can integrate with several different kinds of third-party software. If no
specific version is listed, there are no version requirements for that software.
l
l
l

l
l
l

l

Microsoft SQL Server 2008, 2012 or 2014.
Elasticsearch 5 or earlier.
Palo Alto Networks integration: Palo Alto Networks Firewall with or without
Panorama and subscription to Cloud WildFire (wildfire.paloaltonetworks.com) or a
configured WF-500 WildFire appliance.
Palo Alto Networks Dynamic Access Group.
ServiceNow.
(SIEM) products and services including: HP ArcSight, LogRhythm, McAfee SIEM,
and Splunk.
VirusTotal.
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Host and network security requirements
Specific ports and processes are needed to run Connect.

Ports
The following ports are required for Connect communication.
Component

Port
Direction Purpose
number

Module Server

Varies

Outbound

17441,
17445

Inbound

Connections to external threat intelligence feeds, SIEM,
SMTP, ServiceNow, Elasticsearch, and so on.

Security exclusions
If security software is in use in the environment to monitor and block unknown host
system processes, your security administrator must create exclusions to allow the
Tanium processes to run without interference.
Target device
Module Server

Process
l

node.exe

Internet URLs
If security software is deployed in the environment to monitor and block unknown URLS,
your security administrator might need to whitelist the following URLs.
l
l
l
l
l
l

download.microsoft.com
go.microsoft.com
reversinglabs.com
store.servicenow.com
virustotal.com
wildfire.paloaltonetworks.com

User roles and privileges
For Tanium Platform versions prior to 7.1.314.3071, the following user roles are
supported in Connect:
Administrator
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In Connect 4.2 or earlier, can install Connect, create connections, and view all
connections.
In Connect 4.3, cannot create connections using action, audit, or question logs,
server information, or system status unless additionally assigned one of the new
Connect user roles that provide those privileges.
Content Administrator
In Connect 4.2 or earlier, can create connections and view their own connections.
In Connect 4.3, no access to Connect unless additionally assigned one of the new
Connect user roles.
For Tanium Platform version 7.1.314.3071 or later, Connect 4.3 introduces role-based
access control (RBAC) permissions that control access to the Connect workbench. The
three predefined roles are Connect Administrator, Connect User, and Connect
Reputation API User.
Table 1: Tanium 7.1 Connect User Role Privileges
Privilege

Connect
Administrator

Connect
User

Connect Reputation
API User

Show Connect*
View the Connect workbench

Connect Reputation Read
Read access to reputation data
(available only in the API)

Connect Reputation Write
Write access to POST hashes to
reputation via API

Connect Event Write
Access to send event data to
Connect via API
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Privilege

Connect
Administrator

Connect
User

Connect Reputation
API User

Connect Event Schema Read
Access to read event schemas
via API

Connect Event Schema Write
Access to create event schemas
via API

Connect Reputation Administrator
Administrative-level access to
Reputation

Connect Read†
Read access to Connect

Connect Write†‡
Write access to Connect

Connect Administrator
Administrative-level access to
Connect and Reputation

* To install Connect, you must have the reserved role of Administrator.
† Users with the Connect Administrator role can read or write all connections, while
users with the Connect User role can read or write only their own connections.
‡ Users with the Connect User role can reuse a configured destination, which could
result in potentially modifying a destination that is currently in use by a user with the
Connect Administrator role.
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Installing Tanium Connect
You can install Connect from the Tanium Solutions page.

Before you begin
l
l

l

Review Requirements on page 18.
If you are upgrading from a previous version, see Upgrading Tanium Connect on
page 23.
You must be assigned the Administrator reserved role to import the Tanium
Connect solution.

Install Tanium Connect
Import Connect from the Tanium Solutions page.
1. From the main menu, click Tanium Solutions.
2. Under Tanium Connect, click Import Version.
Note: Tanium Connect is a licensed solution. If Tanium Connect is not on
the Tanium Solutions page, contact your Technical Account Manager.
3. In the Content Import Preview window, you can expand the package to review the
Tanium content that is being installed. Click Proceed with Import.
4. After the installation process completes, refresh your browser.
5. From the main menu, click Connect. The Connect home page is displayed.

Troubleshoot problems
If you experience problems with installing Connect, see Troubleshooting on page 105.
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Upgrading Tanium Connect
Before you migrate your connections, you might want to review this entire page to
understand the changes that will be made to your connections.

Upgrade Connect
1.
2.
3.
4.

From the main menu, click Tanium Solutions.
In the Connect section, click Upgrade to <version> .
Verify the list of API requests and click Proceed with Import.
To confirm the upgrade, return to the Tanium Solutions page and check the
Installed version for Connect. If the new version is not displayed, try refreshing the
Tanium Solutions page.

Upgrade considerations for Connect 4.1
Connect 4.1 introduces the reputation service as a single place to build a repository of
reputation data from various sources, such as Palo Alto WildFire and VirusTotal.
If you had previously configured a VirusTotal connection, that connection continues to
work as configured. However, do not change the Keep Reports setting in the Reputation
Service settings page to Malicious only.

Migrate connections to Connect 4.x from previous versions
If you are upgrading to Connect 4.x from a previous version, your existing connections
are not automatically migrated when you update the solution. You must initiate the
migration process and update your connections that have migration requirements.
1. On the Connect home page, click Settings

, and then click the Migrate tab.

2. Click Migrate Now.
3. Your connections are imported. If there are problems with any connection, the
connection will be in stopped state. Review the messages on the migration page to
resolve any issues and restart your connections.
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Filtering considerations for Connect 4.x
Some filtering behaviors have changed from previous versions of Connect.
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You can now create multiple filters on a connection
In Connect 4.0, you can create multiple filters on the same connection. If you create
multiple filters, a row must meet all the filtering conditions for the data in that row to be
sent to the destination. For example, if you have a numeric filter on one field, and a
regular expression on another field, both fields in a row must meet those conditions.

New items filter behavior changes, baseline not migrated
In Connect 4.0, the behavior of the new items filter is slightly different than in previous
releases. When you migrate a connection to Connect 4.0, the new items filter data
cannot be migrated. The connection starts the learning period again in a new database.
Edit your migrated connection to make any updates to the behavior of the filter.
The default behavior was that the baseline continued to be updated after the learning
period expired. You can disable this setting to keep the baseline as only what was
created during the original learning period.

Regular expression filter now works against a specific column
Connections that use the regular expression filter are migrated, but you must update the
connection to add the target column. Open the connection, choose a column on which to
apply the regular expression filter, and save the connection.

Unique values from columns filter was removed
The Unique values from columns filter was removed, but the same function exists in the
New Items filter. When your connection is migrated, the New Items filter has the Keep
Learning and Persist settings disabled, and the columns that you had provided are
selected as Index Columns. No action is required after migration.

Destination changes
One destination per connection
In previous versions of Connect, you could create a connection with multiple
destinations. For example, you might create a connection that writes the results of the
same saved question to both a file and an email.
In Connect 4 and later, a connection can have only one destination. For similar behavior
to your previous configuration, create multiple connections that have the same source,
but with different destinations.
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Discover Client Deploy destination
The Tanium™ Discover Client Deploy destination no longer exists in Connect. The
Client Deploy function is now built into Discover. Any existing connections that use a
Client Deploy destination are not migrated. For more information about client
deployment with Discover, see Tanium Discover User Guide: Deploying Tanium Client
to unmanaged assets.

File destination
Files are written to the \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module
Server\services\connect-files\output directory.
For more information about specifying file locations, see Configuring a file destination on
page 63.

Oracle database destination
Oracle is no longer a supported database destination type. See Configuring a
SQL Server destination on page 93 for more information about configuring a database
destination.

SIEM destinations
You can now use Common Event Format (CEF) and Log Event Extended Format
(LEEF) formats for SIEM destinations (including: HP ArcSight, IBM QRadar, LogRhythm,
Splunk, and McAfee SIEM). You might want to edit your SIEM destinations to change the
format. For more information, see Configuring a SIEM destination on page 83.
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Managing connections
You can view status, edit, import, and export connections.

View connection status
To view the status of all your connections, click Connections from the Connect menu.
You can also click Manage Connections > View Connections from the How to use
Connect section of the Connect home page.

A list of all your connections is displayed, along with statistics about the amount of data,
connection runs, and average connection duration across all connections.
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Filter connections list
If you have many connections, you can filter or order the list.

l

To filter on a specific connection name, type a name into the search field. The list
of connections is automatically updated. To clear the filter, click Clear Filter

l

l

.

To sort the connections, select the data on which to sort: Average Data per Run,
Average Run Time, Last Run, Last Run Status, Last Run Time, Name, Next Run
Time, or Total Data.
To switch the ordering of the list of connections (ascending or descending), click
Toggle Sort Order

.

View schedule for all connections
You can view the schedule for each connection in relation to all of the other connections.
From the Connect menu, click Connections > Schedule View. The default view shows
the enabled connections that are scheduled to run today.
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l

l

l

To view details about a connection, click the i icon on the horizontal bar. The
details include the schedule, average run time, total data, and data per run.

To track how much data is sent by all connections for each hour, use the bar graph
on the bottom of the schedule.
To view all of the connections that happened on a specific date, click the Detail by
Date tab. Click the calendar

l

To filter the connections that are displayed in the schedule, type a name into the
search field. The schedule view is automatically updated. To clear the filter, click
Clear Filter

l

l

to view a specific date.

.

To distinguish between daily and non-daily connections, look at the color of the
bar. Daily connections are gray and non-daily connections are green.
If you see a red dot on the line in the Total connections per minute graph, more
than 4 connections are scheduled to be running at that time.
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For the best performance, schedule 4 or fewer connections to start at a given time.

Change schedule time zone
To change the Default Workbench Time Zone, go to the Connect Home page and click
Settings

.

Edit connections
To edit a connection, click Connections > connection_name > Edit from the Connect
menu. You can change the connection source, destination, filters, formats, and schedule
in the configuration screen. You might want to reference the documentation for the
particular destination type for more information.
When you edit a destination, the changes affect all connections where that destination is
used.

Schedule connections
Schedule connections to run at specific time intervals. Then, you can view the schedule
status of all of your connections in the Schedule View.

Update a connection schedule
1. Edit the connection.
From the Connect menu, click Connections > connection_name > Edit.
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2. Update the schedule:
l Use the Generate Cron tab to build a schedule based on some common time
intervals. This tab generates a Cron expression.

l

To view or edit the Cron expression directly, click the Edit Cron
Expression tab.

3. Review the interpretation of your schedule. The schedule Summary field shows a
text summary of your schedule based on the CRON expression or selections that
you made on the Calendar tab.
4. Click Save Changes.

Export connections
If you want to back up or move connections between environments, you can export a
connection from the Connect Workbench.
1. From the Connect menu, click Connections.
2. Select the connections that you want to export. After the connections are selected,
click Actions > Export. The connections are saved to your Downloads folder as a
.json file.

Import connections
You can import connections from JSON files that have been exported from the Connect
4 Workbench. You cannot import connections from Connect 3 or earlier. To migrate
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connections from previous versions, see Migrate connections to Connect 4.x from
previous versions on page 23.
1. From the Connect menu, click Connections.
2. Click New Connection > Import > Import File. Select the JSON file from which
you want to import connections.
3. Review the messages for each connection that you are importing.

Tip: You can filter the list of connections by displaying only connections that
are selected (Checked) or by the status of the connection.
4. When you are ready to import one or more connections, select the connections and
click Import.
5. If any of the connections have errors or warnings, resolve the issues before you
import the connection.
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a. Click the name of connection that you want to import that has import errors.
b. Edit the settings in the connection to resolve the issues.
c. Click Import Connection.
6. (Optional) If a connection is on the list that you do not want to import or review,
select the connection and click Remove.
7. To view the list of connections that were imported from your JSON file, go to Status
and select Imported.

Use the same destination in multiple connections
You can reuse a destination in multiple connections. An existing destination is a specific
instance of a destination that has specific details of the data target specified. These
details are vary for each destination type, but might include information such as the
target IP address and port number, user name and password information, and
destination paths.
After you create a destination, you can use the destination again in another connection.
To reuse a destination, choose an existing destination for the Destination Name.

For example, you might create a Splunk connection by setting the host name and port of
the Splunk indexer and the format of the data to send. You can use this configured
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Splunk destination with multiple connections to send multiple data sources to your
single Splunk configuration.

Clear New Items cache
If you are using the New Items filter, you can clear the new items cache in an existing
connection.
1. From the Connect menu, click Connections > connection_name > Edit.
2. In the connection editor window, go to the Filters section. Click Advanced Settings.
Click Clear to remove all of the items in the baseline data.

If you want to restart the learning period, click Reset learning days.

Use REST APIs to manage connections
You can use the REST APIs for Connect to create, edit, and manage connections.
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To view the Connect REST API documentation, click Help
API documentation.

then the link for Connect

Configure notifications for failed connection runs
If you use the Connect Connection Run Failure event group, you can choose to send a
notification for a failed connection run. This type of connection runs only once. If this
connection fails, it does not reattempt the notification, so it prevents the connection from
repeatedly running in the event that something in the connection is failing.
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Configuring reputation data
You can build a repository of reputation data from various sources, such as Palo Alto
WildFire, ReversingLabs, and VirusTotal. These sources determine threat levels for file
hashes. Other Tanium products, such as Trace, can use this data to give an indication of
potentially malicious files. You can also send reputation data to supported Connect
destinations.
Note: If you previously configured a WildFire or VirusTotal source for a
connection, the settings are imported into the reputation source settings.

Overview
The reputation service runs on the Tanium Module Server and is started when you
install Connect. Reputation is a service that queries reputation providers for threat
intelligence about given file hashes.
The reputation database is a cache that consists of reputation items. When configured,
reputation items are scanned by a reputation source. A reputation source is a service
that determines whether a reputation item is considered to be malicious, non-malicious,
suspicious, or has an unknown status.

Configure reputation service settings
Reputation service settings determine the contents of the reputation database. These
settings determine how often reputation items are scanned in the reputation source, how
long to consider items as new, and how long to keep items in the database if their
reputation status has not been referenced. For more information about these settings
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and how they affect the reputation items, see Reputation item life cycle on page 38.

To update these settings, go to the Connect home page. Click Settings
Reputation Service Settings tab.

. Click the

The Keep Reports setting determines whether you want the full reports from the
reputation source to be kept in the reputation database. You can choose to keep all
reports, or only malicious and suspicious reports. Selecting only malicious and
suspicious reports saves space in the database. If you are using VirusTotal as a
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connection source, use the keep all reports option to get the enhanced reporting
information.

Reputation item life cycle
A reputation item remains in the database as long as the Tanium processes are
accessing the status of the item. The status of the reputation items is kept up to date
based on the settings for the reputation service and provider.

Reputation items are added to the reputation database
As long as the maximum database size is not exceeded, reputation items get added to
the reputation database in the following scenarios:
l
l

When a new hash gets identified by a Tanium process, such as Trace.
When a list of hashes gets sent to Connect from a saved question connection
source.

When the reputation items are first added, it is unknown whether they are malicious. The
reputation item state most likely starts out as unknown or pending.

Reputation items are scanned
How long it takes for an initial scan of the items depends on your configured reputation
service settings.
If you have multiple reputation service providers configured, a reputation item is created
for each reputation source. For example, for a single hash, three separate reputation
items are created for WildFire, ReversingLabs, and VirusTotal.
WILDFIRE

All reputation items are sent to WildFire as they are received.
REVERSINGLABS A1000

The settings for ReversingLabs A1000 determine how many hashes are sent at a time,
and how many times the API is called in one minute. For more information about these
settings, see Configure ReversingLabs A1000 reputation source on page 41.
REVERSINGLABS TITANIUMCLOUD

The settings for ReversingLabs TitaniumCloud determine how many hashes are sent at
a time, and how many times the API is called in one minute. For more information about
these settings, see Configure ReversingLabs TitaniumCloud reputation source on page
42.
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VIRUSTOTAL

The settings for VirusTotal determine how many hashes are sent at a time, and how
many times the API is called in one minute. For more information about these settings,
see Configure VirusTotal reputation source on page 43.

Reputation items are rescanned
Reputations might change for reputation items over time. When an item is rescanned, it
is checked against the reputation sources again. For more information about configuring
the rescanning properties, see Configure reputation service settings on page 36.
The Rescan Item Interval setting is global for all reputation provider types. The value
determines how often items get rescanned. For example, if this value is set to 1 day, all
of the items in the database get checked every day.
WILDFIRE

Items are only scanned on the Rescan Item Interval value.
REVERSINGLABS A1000

You can configure items to be rescanned as ReversingLabs A1000 gets new reputations
for hashes.
The Maximum Age of New Items setting gets compared with the First Seen attribute in
ReversingLabs A1000. The First Seen attribute is the date at which ReversingLabs
A1000 first recorded any instance of that hash. If the item is less than the configured
maximum, the item is rescanned. How often the new items are rescanned is determined
by the Rescan New Item Interval setting.
REVERSINGLABS TITANIUMCLOUD

You can configure items to be rescanned as ReversingLabs TitaniumCloud gets new
reputations for hashes.
The Maximum Age of New Items setting gets compared with the First Seen attribute in
ReversingLabs TitaniumCloud. The First Seen attribute is the date at which
ReversingLabs TitaniumCloud first recorded any instance of that hash, from any
ReversingLabs TitaniumCloud customer. If the item is less than the configured
maximum, the item is rescanned. How often the new items are rescanned is determined
by the Rescan New Item Interval setting.
VIRUSTOTAL

If you have a paid API key for VirusTotal, you can configure items to be rescanned as
VirusTotal gets new reputations for hashes.
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The Maximum Age of New Items setting gets compared with the First Seen attribute in
VirusTotal. The First Seen attribute is the date at which VirusTotal first recorded any
instance of that hash, from any VirusTotal customer. If the item is less than the
configured maximum, the item is rescanned. How often the new items are rescanned is
determined by the Rescan New Item Interval setting.
When you are configuring these settings, be careful to keep the number of API calls
within the bounds of your agreement with VirusTotal.

Items are removed from the reputation database
When the number of days in the Remove Item Interval value passes, and that item has
not been queried by a saved question or other Tanium process to check its status, the
item is removed from the database.
A reputation item can be re-added to the database if the hash gets found again.

Configure Palo Alto Networks WildFire reputation source
You can use Palo Alto Networks firewall security policies to capture suspicious files and
forward them to the WildFire system for threat analysis. If the file is malware, the status is
reported back to the firewall.
After the WildFire analysis is completed, the reputation service can query the results and
update the reputation data.

Prerequisites
l

l

A subscription to Cloud WildFire (wildfire.paloaltonetworks.com) or a configured
WF-500 WildFire appliance.
Palo Alto Networks Firewall with or without Panorama.

Configure Palo Alto Networks WildFire reputation source
1. From the Connect menu, click Reputation Data. In the Palo Alto Networks
WildFire section, click Settings
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2. Specify settings, including the host of your WildFire instance and the API key.

Enable Palo Alto Networks WildFire reputation source
To enable or disable a reputation source, click the dot next to the name of the reputation
source. When the dot is green, the reputation source is enabled. When the dot is red, the
reputation source is disabled.

Configure ReversingLabs A1000 reputation source
ReversingLabs is an application that companies can install locally to analyze files and
provide reputation results through API requests or a web interface.

Prerequisites
You must already have a ReversingLabs API token. If you have not already registered
for ReversingLabs access, contact their sales team at reversinglabs.com.
To get an API key:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sign into ReversingLabs.
Click the User Profile icon.
Select Administration.
Click Tokens.

Configure settings
1. From the Connect menu, click Reputation Data. In the ReversingLabs A1000
section, click Settings

.

2. Add your ReversingLabs A1000 credentials: the URL for your API access and your
API Token.
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Adjust the settings for New/Pending hashes per query and New/Pending queries
per minute according to your API agreement with ReversingLabs A1000 and your
network requirements.

Enable ReversingLabs A1000 reputation source
To enable or disable a reputation source, click the dot next to the name of the reputation
source. When the dot is green, the reputation source is enabled. When the dot is red, the
reputation source is disabled.

Configure ReversingLabs TitaniumCloud reputation source
ReversingLabs TitaniumCloud is an online service that analyzes files, hashes, and
URLs to identify viruses, worms, trojans, and other kinds of malicious content that is
detected by antivirus engines and website scanners. The reputation service sends
reputation items to the ReversingLabs API and returns the results to the reputation
database.

Prerequisites
You must already have a ReversingLabs TitaniumCloud account. If you have not
already registered for ReversingLabs TitaniumCloud access, contact their sales team at
reversinglabs.com.
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Configure settings
1. From the Connect menu, click Reputation Data. In the ReversingLabs
TitaniumCloud section, click Settings

.

2. Add your ReversingLabs TitaniumCloud credentials: the URL for your API access,
your Username, and your Password.

Adjust the settings for New/Pending hashes per query and New/Pending queries
per minute according to your API agreement with ReversingLabs and your
network requirements.

Enable ReversingLabs TitaniumCloud reputation source
To enable or disable a reputation source, click the dot next to the name of the reputation
source. When the dot is green, the reputation source is enabled. When the dot is red, the
reputation source is disabled.

Configure VirusTotal reputation source
VirusTotal is an online service that analyzes files, hashes, and URLs to identify viruses,
worms, trojans, and other kinds of malicious content that is detected by antivirus engines
and website scanners. The reputation service sends reputation items to the VirusTotal
API and returns the results to the reputation database.

Prerequisites
Register for a VirusTotal API key at virustotal.com. VirusTotal makes their catalog
available for query with an API key. Refer to the VirusTotal API use policy to determine
which type of API key is appropriate.
To get the API key on the VirusTotal website, sign in and click your_user_image
> Settings > API Key.

Configure settings
1. From the Connect menu, click Reputation Data. In the VirusTotal section, click
Settings

.
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2. Specify settings for VirusTotal, including the API key.

l

l

Adjust the settings for Batch Size and Maximum Calls per Minute according
to your agreement with VirusTotal.
The Positive Threshold is a number of positive reports that must be on the
hash to be considered a potential threat or malware.
Tip: The likelihood that VirusTotal reports might include false positive
indicators is higher when the value is set lower.
Example: If you set the value to 3, then three VirusTotal engines must report
an item as malicious for the item to be sent to Connect.
Setting the value to 0 disables the threshold. If any VirusTotal engine reports
that item as malicious, the item is sent to Connect.
Reputation results for VirusTotal are determined as follows:
l
l

l
l

Malicious: if the number of positives is greater than the threshold
Suspicious: if the number of positives is greater than zero, but less than
the threshold
Non-malicious: if the number of positives is zero
Unknown: if there is no data

Enable VirusTotal reputation source
To enable or disable a reputation source, click the dot next to the name of the reputation
source. When the dot is green, the reputation source is enabled. When the dot is red, the
reputation source is disabled.

View reputation scan status
The Reputation Data page displays the total number of reputation items, and the
following information about each reputation source:
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l
l
l
l

Items: Total number of reputation items on this reputation source.
New: Reputation items that still need to be scanned on this reputation source.
Processed: Reputation items that have been scanned on this reputation source.
Malicious: Percentage of items out of total reputation items that are malicious.

Send reputation data to Connect destinations
You can create a connection to send the data that is in the reputation database to any
Connect destination. For example, you might configure a connection to create an email
notification when a malicious item is found.
1. Create a new connection.
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2. When you select a source for the connection, select Reputation Service. You can
also select the reputation status to include.

3. Configure the destination settings for the connection.

Send data to the reputation service
If you want to pre-populate reputation data with hashes from your environment, you can
send data to the reputation service as a connection destination. When this content is prepopulated, the reputation service can start querying about the status of the items from the
reputation sources.
1. Create a new connection.
2. For the source, choose a saved question that returns a hash, such as Get Running
Processes with MD5 Hash from all machines.
3. For the destination, choose reputation service and select the appropriate hash type
for the Hash Field.
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IMPORTANT: Each reputation service connection destination is configured for a
specific hash column name. You must use a separate destination for each hash
type that you are populating. For example, if you are populating both MD5 and
SHA1 hashes from different saved questions, create two connection destinations
with different values for the Hash Field field.

View reputation data

To view a list of the malicious hashes that Connect has pulled from the reputation
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services, click the Malicious Reputations tab. Only hashes with a malicious or pending
status are listed.
In Trace, you can view the ratings on hashes for Live Endpoints or Snapshots. For more
information, see Tanium Trace User Guide: How reputation data works with Trace.

View Whitelist/Blacklist data

You can add reputation data hashes to the Whitelist/Blacklist from the Whitelist/Blacklist
tab in the Reputation Data page. To add hashes that are known to be malicious to the
Blacklist, click Add Hashes, enter the hashes, choose blacklist, and click Save to
Blacklist. To add hashes that are known to be false detections to the Whitelist, click Add
Hashes, enter the hashes, choose whitelist, and click Save to Whitelist.
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You can also choose to replace, delete, or export all of the reputation data hashes from
the Whitelist/Blacklist. To replace all of the hashes, click Replace All, enter the hashes
in CSV format or use the exported Whitelist/Blacklist, and click Ok.

To view a list of hashes that have been whitelisted or blacklisted, click the
Whitelist/Blacklist tab.
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Creating an Elasticsearch destination
With Elasticsearch, you can search, analyze, and get actionable insights in real time
from almost any type of structured and unstructured data source. With Connect, Tanium
can write data directly to Elasticsearch.

Specify general connection information
1. On the Connect home page, click Create Connection.
2. Enter a name and description for your connection.

3. Enable the connection to run on a schedule.
Select Enable. You can set up the schedule when you configure the rest of the
connection. If the schedule is not enabled, the connection only runs when you
manually run it.
4. (Optional) Set the logging level.
By default, the logging is set to Information. Set the log level to Trace or Debug if
you are debugging the connection. To reduce the amount of logging, you can set
the log level to Warning, Error, or Fatal.
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Configure the connection source
The connection source determines what data you are sending to the destination. This
data is usually information from Tanium™, such as a saved question, question log,
system status, or event. The settings vary depending on which source you choose.

For more information about the connection sources that are available, see Connection
sources on page 12.
Note: If you want to use nested JSON for your Elasticsearch data, turn off the
Flatten setting in the Advanced Settings for the source. If you leave the data
flattened, a single JSON item with all of the rows is returned.

Configure Elasticsearch destination
1. Name the destination.
You can either indicate a unique name to save the configuration information as a
new destination, or you can select an existing Elasticsearch destination from the
list.
2. Define a URL to access the Elasticsearch API.
The URL is in the following format:
<
protocol
>://<
elasticSearchHost>:<elasticSearchPort>/<index>/<type>/_
bulk
where:
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protocol
Specifies the protocol for accessing the Elasticsearch server. (http or https)
elasticSearchHost
Specifies the fully qualified domain name (FQDN) or IP of the Elasticsearch
server.
elasticSearchPort
Specifies the port on which the Elasticsearch server is listening.
(default: 9200)
index
Specifies the unique identifier for this API request. The common format for
this identifier is: {name}-{0:yyyy.MM.dd}. This date format creates a unique
index each day.
type
Specifies the data label that identifies the data source type. For example, you
might use tanium for Tanium, and syslog for syslog data.
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3. Define the Batch Size, which determines the number of messages to batch before
sending data to Elasticsearch.

4. If you have a proxy configured for your Tanium Module Server, select Use Tanium
Module Server Proxy Setting. When selected, the proxy makes the outbound
connection to the specified Elasticsearch instance provided in the URL.

Configure filters
(Optional) You can use filters to modify the data that you are getting from your
connection source before it is sent to the destination.
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For more information about the types of filters you can configure, see
Reference: Filtering options on page 111.

Format data for Elasticsearch
Choose the columns that you want to use as an index in Elasticsearch.

You can change the Destination name of each column and Value Type to force the
column to be a String, Numeric, or DateTime value. If you choose Numeric for the value,
you can specify a default value that is used if the data cannot be coerced into a numeric
value. You can specify any negative or positive number. If you choose DateTime for the
value, specify the Date/Time format that you want to use for the column.

Schedule the connection
Connections can run at a highly configurable time interval, such as multiple times per
hour, day, week, or month.
Update the schedule: Use the Generate Cron tab to build a schedule based on some
common time intervals. This tab generates a Cron expression.

To view or edit the Cron expression directly, click the Edit Cron Expression tab.

For more information about Cron syntax, see Reference: Cron syntax on page 110.
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Save and verify connection
1. Click Create Connection. When the connection gets created, your new connection
displays in the list on the Connections page.
2. To view details about when the connection is running, click the name of the
connection. On the resulting connection details page, click the Runs tab.
3. To view individual run logs, click the link in the Status column in the Runs table.
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Configuring an email destination
You can send information from a connection source to a set of email addresses. You can
either include the results in the email body, or create an attachment.

Prerequisites
l
l

Email addresses for sending and receiving email results.
Information about your mail server, including host, port, user name, password, and
authentication information.

Specify general connection information
1. On the Connect home page, click Create Connection.
2. Enter a name and description for your connection.

3. Enable the connection to run on a schedule.
Select Enable. You can set up the schedule when you configure the rest of the
connection. If the schedule is not enabled, the connection only runs when you
manually run it.
4. (Optional) Set the logging level.
By default, the logging is set to Information. Set the log level to Trace or Debug if
you are debugging the connection. To reduce the amount of logging, you can set
the log level to Warning, Error, or Fatal.

Configure the connection source
The connection source determines what data you are sending to the destination. This
data is usually information from Tanium™, such as a saved question, question log,
system status, or event. The settings vary depending on which source you choose.
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For more information about the connection sources that are available, see Connection
sources on page 12.

Configure the email results destination
1. Name the destination.
You can either indicate a unique name to save the configuration information as a
new destination, or you can select an existing email results destination from the
list.
2. In the Email section, provide information about the email subject, to address, and
from address sections.
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3. Specify
information about the mail server in the Mail Configuration section:
l

l

l

Provide the host name, port, user name, and password.
Select Enable TLS if the connection with the SMTP server is authenticated
and uses TLS/SSL encryption.
Specify a Timeout for Sending Email value for sending the message. The
default is 0, which means that there is no timeout. A recommended timeout
value is 10 seconds.
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4. (Optional) Specify advanced settings.

You can configure CC and BCC addresses for the email and specify the settings
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for the email attachment. You can compress the attachment into a zip or gzip file.

Configure filters
(Optional) You can use filters to modify the data that you are getting from your
connection source before it is sent to the destination.
For more information about the types of filters you can configure, see
Reference: Filtering options on page 111.

Format data for email
You can choose from any of the available formats for your email. The data is sent in the
body of the email by default.
If you want to attach a file to the email instead of having the data in the body of the email,
edit the Advanced settings for the Email destination and select Attachment. Specify a
file name and whether the file should be compressed.
The data format for email destinations is HTML by default. You can choose the columns
that are displayed in the resulting email.

You can change the Destination name of each column and Value Type to force the
column to be a String, Numeric, or DateTime value. If you choose Numeric for the value,
you can specify a default value that is used if the data cannot be coerced into a numeric
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value. You can specify any negative or positive number. If you choose DateTime for the
value, specify the Date/Time format that you want to use for the column.

Schedule the connection
Connections can run at a highly configurable time interval, such as multiple times per
hour, day, week, or month.
Update the schedule: Use the Generate Cron tab to build a schedule based on some
common time intervals. This tab generates a Cron expression.

To view or edit the Cron expression directly, click the Edit Cron Expression tab.

For more information about Cron syntax, see Reference: Cron syntax on page 110.

Save and verify connection
1. Click Create Connection. When the connection gets created, your new connection
displays in the list on the Connections page.
2. To view details about when the connection is running, click the name of the
connection. On the resulting connection details page, click the Runs tab.
3. To view individual run logs, click the link in the Status column in the Runs table.
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This example email includes detection results from the Tanium™ Detect Event source.
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Configuring a file destination
You can configure flat text or JSON files as your connection destination. By default, files
are written to the \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module
Server\services\connect-files\output directory.

Specify general connection information
1. On the Connect home page, click Create Connection.
2. Enter a name and description for your connection.

3. Enable the connection to run on a schedule.
Select Enable. You can set up the schedule when you configure the rest of the
connection. If the schedule is not enabled, the connection only runs when you
manually run it.
4. (Optional) Set the logging level.
By default, the logging is set to Information. Set the log level to Trace or Debug if
you are debugging the connection. To reduce the amount of logging, you can set
the log level to Warning, Error, or Fatal.
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Configure the connection source
The connection source determines what data you are sending to the destination. This
data is usually information from Tanium™, such as a saved question, question log,
system status, or event. The settings vary depending on which source you choose.

For more information about the connection sources that are available, see Connection
sources on page 12.

Configure the file destination
Specify details about the file that you want Connect to create, including the file name
and how you want to save the file.
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1. Name the destination.
You can either indicate a unique name to save the configuration information as a
new destination, or you can select an existing file destination from the list.
2. Indicate the file name. Files are written to the \Program
Files\Tanium\Tanium Module Server\services\connectfiles\output directory.
l The file name can include a subdirectory to create in the \Program
Files\Tanium\Tanium Module Server\services\connectfiles\output directory, or just the file name. For example, if you specify
high_cpu_results\cpu_results.txt, the file is written to:
\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module
Server\services\connect-files\output\high_cpu_
results\cpu_results.txt.
l If you want to point to the file directory on the Module Server from another
location, create a symbolic link with the mklink command. For example, if you
wanted a symbolic link from the c:\logs\mylogs directory to the connect
logs directory, you might run:
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mklink /d "c:\logs\mylogs" "c:\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module
Server\services\connect-files\output\logs\mylogs"

You can choose to compress the resulting file as a gzip or zip file. The file
extension is automatically added to the end of the file name.
3. (Optional) Add a time stamp to the file name.
You can choose from the formats that are available, or enter your own time stamp
format in ISO 8601 format.
4. (Optional) Compress or replace files.
Choose whether you want to replace the contents of the file when the connection
runs, or if you want to append to the file contents. If you choose to replace the file
contents, you can also compress the resulting file in zip or gzip format.
5. (Optional) Choose whether to create a blank file when no results are generated. If
your source generates no results when the connection runs, you can either create
a blank file or have the connection run without writing to a file.
l

Configure filters
(Optional) You can use filters to modify the data that you are getting from your
connection source before it is sent to the destination.
For more information about the types of filters you can configure, see
Reference: Filtering options on page 111.

Format data for file
You can choose to save your file in all of the available formats, as listed in Reference:
Format types on page 113. Each format has slightly different configuration options, but
all allow you to choose which column data to save.
You can change the Destination name of each column and Value Type to force the
column to be a String, Numeric, or DateTime value. If you choose Numeric for the value,
you can specify a default value that is used if the data cannot be coerced into a numeric
value. You can specify any negative or positive number. If you choose DateTime for the
value, specify the Date/Time format that you want to use for the column.

Schedule the connection
Connections can run at a highly configurable time interval, such as multiple times per
hour, day, week, or month.
Update the schedule: Use the Generate Cron tab to build a schedule based on some
common time intervals. This tab generates a Cron expression.
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To view or edit the Cron expression directly, click the Edit Cron Expression tab.

For more information about Cron syntax, see Reference: Cron syntax on page 110.

Save and verify connection
1. Click Create Connection. When the connection gets created, your new connection
displays in the list on the Connections page.
2. To view details about when the connection is running, click the name of the
connection. On the resulting connection details page, click the Runs tab.
3. To view individual run logs, click the link in the Status column in the Runs table.
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Configuring an HTTP destination
You can send data from Connect to a REST API. You can choose to send all the data to
the REST API in a single batch or in multiple segments. Form data is not supported.

Configure a receiver
You must have a script on your server that can receive the HTTP request from Tanium.

PHP example
<?php
file_put_contents('output.txt',file_get_contents('php://input'));
?>

Node.js example
'use strict';
var restify = require('restify');
var fs = require('fs');
var server = restify.createServer({
name: 'File Receiver'
});
server.use(restify.queryParser({
mapParams: false
}));
server.use(restify.bodyParser());
server.use(restify.authorizationParser());
var file = 0;
function postFile(req, res, next) {
// create filename
var filename = `files/testing${file++}.${req.headers['extension']}`;
if (req.headers['content-type']) {
if (req.headers['content-type'] === 'application/json') {
req.body = JSON.stringify(req.body);
}
}
// write file
fs.writeFile(filename, req.body, err => {
if (err) {
console.log('err', err);
res.send(404, err);
} else {
console.log(`wrote to file ${filename}`);
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res.send(200);
}
next();
});
}
server.post('/post', postFile);
server.listen(17800, () => {
console.log(`${server.name} listening at ${server.url}`);
});

Python example
#!/usr/bin/env python
"""
Very simple HTTP server in python. Use this to test Tanium Connect POST
destinations.
Usage::
./simple_http_server.py [<port>]
Send a GET request::
curl http://localhost
Send a HEAD request::
curl -I http://localhost
Send a POST request::
curl -d "foo=bar&bin=baz" http://localhost
Shamelessly stolen from Vianney B.
http://bit.ly/2pfmt0g
"""
from BaseHTTPServer import BaseHTTPRequestHandler, HTTPServer
import SocketServer
import os
class S(BaseHTTPRequestHandler):
def _set_headers(self):
self.send_response(200)
self.send_header('Content-type', 'text/html')
self.end_headers()
def do_GET(self):
self._set_headers()
self.wfile.write("<html><body><h1>Python server received data via
GET method!</h1></body></html>")
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def do_HEAD(self):
self._set_headers()
def do_POST(self):
# Doesn't do anything with posted data
content_length = int(self.headers['Content-Length']) # <--- Gets
the size of data
post_data = self.rfile.read(content_length) # <--- Gets the data
itself
cwd = os.getcwd()
myfilename = 'http_server_output.txt'
myfile = open(myfilename, 'w')
myfile.write(post_data)
myfile.close()
print "Data (over)written to %s/%s." % (cwd, myfilename)
self._set_headers()
self.wfile.write("<html><body><h1>Python server received data via
POST method!</h1></body></html>")
def run(server_class=HTTPServer, handler_class=S, port=2443):
server_address = ('', port)
httpd = server_class(server_address, handler_class)
print 'Starting httpd server on TCP port %s...' % port
#httpd.serve_forever()
try:
httpd.serve_forever()
except KeyboardInterrupt:
print '\nClosing httpd...'
pass
finally:
# Clean-up server (close socket, etc.)
httpd.server_close()

if __name__ == "__main__":
from sys import argv
if len(argv) == 2:
run(port=int(argv[1]))
else:
run()
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Specify general connection information
1. On the Connect home page, click Create Connection.
2. Enter a name and description for your connection.

3. Enable the connection to run on a schedule.
Select Enable. You can set up the schedule when you configure the rest of the
connection. If the schedule is not enabled, the connection only runs when you
manually run it.
4. (Optional) Set the logging level.
By default, the logging is set to Information. Set the log level to Trace or Debug if
you are debugging the connection. To reduce the amount of logging, you can set
the log level to Warning, Error, or Fatal.

Configure the connection source
The connection source determines what data you are sending to the destination. This
data is usually information from Tanium™, such as a saved question, question log,
system status, or event. The settings vary depending on which source you choose.

For more information about the connection sources that are available, see Connection
sources on page 12.
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Configure the HTTP destination
Specify the URL, method, and headers for the REST API to which you want send data.
1. Name the destination.

You can either indicate a unique name to save the configuration information as a
new destination, or you can select an existing file destination from the list.
2. Specify a URL for the REST API to which you want to send the data and the
HTTP method that you want to use for the request.
3. Add any required headers. To specify multiple headers, click + Add a header.
4. If you need to configure authentication, server certificates, or the timeout, expand
Advanced Settings.
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Configure filters
(Optional) You can use filters to modify the data that you are getting from your
connection source before it is sent to the destination.
For more information about the types of filters you can configure, see
Reference: Filtering options on page 111.

Format data for HTTP
You can choose to save your file in all of the available formats, as listed in Reference:
Format types on page 113. Each format has slightly different configuration options, but
all allow you to choose which column data to save.
You can change the Destination name of each column and Value Type to force the
column to be a String, Numeric, or DateTime value. If you choose Numeric for the value,
you can specify a default value that is used if the data cannot be coerced into a numeric
value. You can specify any negative or positive number. If you choose DateTime for the
value, specify the Date/Time format that you want to use for the column.

Schedule the connection
Connections can run at a highly configurable time interval, such as multiple times per
hour, day, week, or month.
Update the schedule: Use the Generate Cron tab to build a schedule based on some
common time intervals. This tab generates a Cron expression.

To view or edit the Cron expression directly, click the Edit Cron Expression tab.

For more information about Cron syntax, see Reference: Cron syntax on page 110.

Save and verify connection
1. Click Create Connection. When the connection gets created, your new connection
displays in the list on the Connections page.
2. To view details about when the connection is running, click the name of the
connection. On the resulting connection details page, click the Runs tab.
3. To view individual run logs, click the link in the Status column in the Runs table.
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Configuring Palo Alto Networks Dynamic
Access Group
If you have the Palo Alto Networks Dynamic Access Group Network Access Control
(NAC) solution, Tanium™ Discover can send a request to the NAC to block network
access for the unmanaged asset. The asset is isolated so that you can investigate and
remediate the problem.
Establish a connection with the NAC in Connect. After the connection is configured, you
can block assets in the Discover workbench.
For more information, see Tanium Discover User Guide: Block network access.
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Configuring Palo Alto Networks WildFire
and Tanium Detect
Quickly find malware on endpoints with the integration between Palo Alto Networks
WildFire (WildFire) and Detect.

Overview
You can use Palo Alto Networks firewall security policies to capture suspicious files and
forward them to the WildFire system for threat analysis. If the file is malware, the status is
reported back to the firewall.
After the WildFire analysis is completed, you can send the data to Connect and Detect to
find evidence of the malware on all endpoints.

How Tanium integrates with WildFire
Connect communicates with the firewall and WildFire to get Malware report, then sends
to Detect.

Figure 1: Tanium and WildFire
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1. Connect queries the firewall for new malware alerts on a configured interval.
2. When Connect has a list of malware alerts, it checks with WildFire for associated
WildFire reports.
3. The WildFire reports that are associated with the list of malware alerts are sent to
Connect.
4. Connect converts the WildFire report into a Structured Threat Information
Expression (STIX™) indicator of compromise (IOC).
5. The STIX IOC is imported into Detect.
6. Detect searches the environment for evidence of the malware on the endpoints.

Prerequisites
Palo Alto Networks requirements
l

l
l

A subscription to Cloud WildFire (wildfire.paloaltonetworks.com) or a configured
WF-500 WildFire appliance.
Palo Alto Networks Firewall with or without Panorama.
A user account on the firewall or Panorama that has API access privileges. This
account can be read-only, but API access privilege is required. For more
information, see Palo Alto Networks: Manage Firewall Administrators.

Tanium requirements
l
l
l

Tanium™ Core Platform 6.5 or later.
Detect 2.2 or later.
Connect 3.2.0 or later.

Check for WildFire submissions in Palo Alto Networks console
To verify that you are getting reports for malicious files in Palo Alto Networks that can be
imported into Tanium™:
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1. Click the Monitor tab and go to Logs > WildFire Submissions.
2. Check for Malicious entries in the Verdict column.
3. Check the values in the Receive Time column. Tanium only downloads reports
that are less than 24 hours old.
If you do not see any data on this screen, check your Palo Alto Networks configuration.

Specify general connection information
1. On the Connect home page, click Create Connection.
2. Enter a name and description for your connection.
3. If you want to enable your connection to run on a schedule, select Enable. You can
specify the specifics about the schedule when you configure the rest of the
connection. If the schedule is not enabled, the connection only runs when you
manually run it.
4. (Optional) Set the logging level.
By default, the logging is set to Information. Set the log level to Trace or Debug if
you are debugging the connection. To reduce the amount of logging, you can set
the log level to Warning, Error or Fatal.

Configure WildFire as the connection source
When Tanium finds a new malware alert in the firewall, it retrieves the associated
malware report from WildFire as defined in the connection source settings.
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1. Define credentials for the Palo Alto Network Panorama or individual firewall.
Tanium queries for new malware alerts on a periodic basis. The user needs to
have at least read-only (device_admin_readonly) access to the logs API.
2. Specify settings for WildFire.
When Tanium gets a new malware alert from the firewall, it retrieves the
associated malware report from WildFire. This section specifies the details for
Tanium to access WildFire.
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3. (Optional) Define advanced settings.
Table 2: WildFire Destination Settings
Setting

Description

Filter

Restricts which WildFire reports Tanium collects. For more information, see
(Optional) Filter WildFire reports on page 79.

Evidence
Value

A decimal value between 0 and 1 that specifies how strict the IOC indicators
generated are to the malicious event. The default 0.4 value is
recommended. If you want a more detailed IOC that might generate false
positives, try 0.1, 0.2 or 0.3.

Optional
parameters

Ask your TAM about optional parameters.

Collect New
Reports
every time
(Ignore
Cache File)

Specifies if the Tanium collects all WildFire reports every time it connects.
The default is disabled (unselected). If unselected, WildFire reports that
have already been downloaded are ignored. If selected, existing WildFire
reports are re-downloaded, which can be useful in troubleshooting.

Use Tanium
Module
Server
Proxy
Setting

Select if you have a proxy defined for the Tanium™ Module Server.
For more information, see Tanium Platform Installation Guide: Proxy
server settings.

(Optional) Filter WildFire reports
Use a filter to restrict which WildFire reports Tanium collects. For most use cases, no
filter is required. The syntax of this filter is defined by the filter syntax of the Palo Alto
Network filter interface.
The filter maps to the Palo Alto Networks data filtering format. You can use this field to
expand the filter beyond the last 24 hours. The filter syntax uses epoch time for date and
time. To figure out what epoch time to specify, see Epoch converter. For example, the
following filter looks at all malicious WildFire reports found after Sun, 4 Oct 2015
14:45:11 GMT.
( category eq malicious ) and (receive_time geq 1443969911)

1. (Optional) You can create a filter with the correct syntax in the Palo Alto Networks
console. Click the Monitor tab and go to Logs > WildFire Submissions.
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a. Click the Add button next to the filter bar.

b. Use the add log filter window to create a filter.
When

you return to the main Monitor page, you can copy the filter expression that is
displayed.
2. Go to the Tanium Connect page where you are creating the connection and paste
the filter in the Filter field of the Connection source section.

Configure Tanium Detect as the connection destination
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Select Detect Intel Provider as the data destination and select the IOC group that you
created.

Schedule the connection
Connections can run at a highly configurable time interval, such as multiple times per
hour, day, week, or month.
Update the schedule: Use the Generate Cron tab to build a schedule based on some
common time intervals. This tab generates a Cron expression.

To view or edit the Cron expression directly, click the Edit Cron Expression tab.

For more information about Cron syntax, see Reference: Cron syntax on page 110.

Save and verify connection
1. Click Create Connection. When the connection gets created, your new connection
displays in the list on the Connections page.
2. To view details about when the connection is running, click the name of the
connection. On the resulting connection details page, click the Runs tab.
3. To view individual run logs, click the link in the Status column in the Runs table.
The following messages indicate that the connection test completed successfully:
30 Today at 04:00:43 PM | INFO | 3272 | WriteToDetect: inserting ioc
32 Today at 04:00:43 PM | INFO | 3272 | StreamRunner: Connection run
complete. Duration: 3, Data Transferred: 5.51 KB

View intel from WildFire in Detect
In Detect, click Management > Sources.
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You can see the intel that was imported from WildFire. You can add the Wildfire intel to
Detect group configurations for continuous endpoint scanning.
The intel document that is created by this connection is a combination of the name of the
firewall where the alert was discovered and the first 8 characters of the SHA-256 hash
that uniquely identifies the WildFire report.
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Configuring a SIEM destination
Connect can send information to security information and event management (SIEM)
products and services including HP ArcSight, LogRhythm, McAfee SIEM, and Splunk.
You can also configure a socket to receive data and configure a Tanium socket receiver
destination. The configuration options for the destination are the same as a SIEM
destination.

Specify general connection information
1. On the Connect home page, click Create Connection.
2. Enter a name and description for your connection.

3. Enable the connection to run on a schedule.
Select Enable. You can set up the schedule when you configure the rest of the
connection. If the schedule is not enabled, the connection only runs when you
manually run it.
4. (Optional) Set the logging level.
By default, the logging is set to Information. Set the log level to Trace or Debug if
you are debugging the connection. To reduce the amount of logging, you can set
the log level to Warning, Error, or Fatal.

Configure the connection source
The connection source determines what data you are sending to the destination. This
data is usually information from Tanium™, such as a saved question, question log,
system status, or event. The settings vary depending on which source you choose.
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For more information about the connection sources that are available, see Connection
sources on page 12.

Configure the SIEM destination
Specify details about the server to which you want to send the SIEM data.
1. For the Destination, select the type of SIEM that you are configuring.
2. Specify information about your SIEM.

In the Send to SIEM section, specify how to connect with the server (TCP/UDP),
and where you want the data to go, such as a SIEM host and port.
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Configure filters
(Optional) You can use filters to modify the data that you are getting from your
connection source before it is sent to the destination.
For more information about the types of filters you can configure, see
Reference: Filtering options on page 111.

Format data
1. When you select a SIEM destination, the data format that is normally expected by
that SIEM is automatically selected. For example, if you select Splunk, the syslog
format is already selected. However, you can customize the format as required.
2. Choose the columns that you want to pass on to the SIEM destination.You can
change the Destination name of each column and Value Type to force the column
to be a String, Numeric, or DateTime value. If you choose Numeric for the value,
you can specify a default value that is used if the data cannot be coerced into a
numeric value. You can specify any negative or positive number. If you choose
DateTime for the value, specify the Date/Time format that you want to use for the
column.

For more information about the data formats, see Reference: Format types on page 113.
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Schedule the connection
Connections can run at a highly configurable time interval, such as multiple times per
hour, day, week, or month.
Update the schedule: Use the Generate Cron tab to build a schedule based on some
common time intervals. This tab generates a Cron expression.

To view or edit the Cron expression directly, click the Edit Cron Expression tab.

For more information about Cron syntax, see Reference: Cron syntax on page 110.

Save and verify connection
1. Click Create Connection. When the connection gets created, your new connection
displays in the list on the Connections page.
2. To view details about when the connection is running, click the name of the
connection. On the resulting connection details page, click the Runs tab.
3. To view individual run logs, click the link in the Status column in the Runs table.
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Configuring a ServiceNow destination
Tanium can create an incident ticket in ServiceNow. The input for the incident ticket can
be any connection source including saved questions, Detect notifications, or Tanium
system status information.
You must install a complementary ServiceNow App for Tanium on your ServiceNow
instances.

Example Use Cases
l

l

l

Create a ServiceNow Incident for any system where the CPU utilization is over
95%.
Create a ServiceNow Incident when an IOC (Indicator of Compromise) is detected
on an endpoint.
Create a ServiceNow Incident on System or Application crash events.

Prerequisites
ServiceNow administrative privileges to install the Tanium App and create a user.

Install the Tanium App on your ServiceNow instance
For ServiceNow to allow Tanium to create Incident tickets, you must first install and
configure the Tanium App on your ServiceNow instance.
1. Download the Tanium App from the ServiceNow App store:
https://store.servicenow.com/
2. Install the App.
From the Downloads page, you can find the app is in the ServiceNow System
Applications > Applications menu. Click Install. When the installation completes,
the page refreshes to show that App as installed.
3. Create a user.
You must create a user account for Tanium™ Connect to use when interacting with
your instance of ServiceNow. Within ServiceNow, click User Administration >
Users and click New. Create the new user.
4. Assign the required role to the user.
Add a role to the new user that you just created. Scroll down to the Roles section of
the page and click Edit. Find the “x_taniu_tanium.Tanium Integration”
role and add the role for the selected user. Right click on the menu bar and click
Save.
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Specify general connection information
1. On the Connect home page, click Create Connection.
2. Enter a name and description for your connection.

3. Enable the connection to run on a schedule.
Select Enable. You can set up the schedule when you configure the rest of the
connection. If the schedule is not enabled, the connection only runs when you
manually run it.
4. (Optional) Set the logging level.
By default, the logging is set to Information. Set the log level to Trace or Debug if
you are debugging the connection. To reduce the amount of logging, you can set
the log level to Warning, Error, or Fatal.

Configure the connection source
The connection source determines what data you are sending to the destination. This
data is usually information from Tanium™, such as a saved question, question log,
system status, or event. The settings vary depending on which source you choose.

For more information about the connection sources that are available, see Connection
sources on page 12.
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Configure the ServiceNow destination
1. Specify authentication credentials, including the host name, user name, and
password.
The user that you specify must be the user that you assigned the assigned to the
special Tanium role (x_taniu_tanium.Tanium Integration).
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2. Specify information about the ticket that gets created in ServiceNow.
3. Specify Tanium settings. If you have a proxy defined for your Tanium™ Module
Server, select the Use Tanium Module Server Proxy Setting setting.
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Configure filters
(Optional) You can use filters to modify the data that you are getting from your
connection source before it is sent to the destination.
For more information about the types of filters you can configure, see
Reference: Filtering options on page 111.

Format data for ServiceNow
When you select the ServiceNow destination, you are limited to a CSV file as your only
output option.
You can change the Destination name of each column and Value Type to force the
column to be a String, Numeric, or DateTime value. If you choose Numeric for the value,
you can specify a default value that is used if the data cannot be coerced into a numeric
value. You can specify any negative or positive number. If you choose DateTime for the
value, specify the Date/Time format that you want to use for the column.

Schedule the connection
Connections can run at a highly configurable time interval, such as multiple times per
hour, day, week, or month.
Update the schedule: Use the Generate Cron tab to build a schedule based on some
common time intervals. This tab generates a Cron expression.

To view or edit the Cron expression directly, click the Edit Cron Expression tab.

For more information about Cron syntax, see Reference: Cron syntax on page 110.

Save and verify connection
1. Click Create Connection. When the connection gets created, your new connection
displays in the list on the Connections page.
2. To view details about when the connection is running, click the name of the
connection. On the resulting connection details page, click the Runs tab.
3. To view individual run logs, click the link in the Status column in the Runs table.
When a connection runs, the connection logs will have a URL that is a direct link to the
incident that was created. This link is very helpful in determining whether the incident
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was created as expected. How many tickets get created depend on the value that is set
for the Aggregate setting. When Aggregate is enabled, all results for the saved question
are put in a single incident ticket. If you do not have this setting enabled, each unique
row in the results has an incident ticket opened.
Connection logs for the ServiceNow connector are in the same place as other
connection logs. For more information, see Troubleshooting on page 105.
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Configuring a SQL Server destination
You can use SQL Server database destinations to store historical results for analysis
and integration with third-party systems. You can forward the results from saved
questions and other data sources to a database table.

System requirements
l
l
l

Microsoft SQL Server 2008 or later, SQL Server Express
Database server must be accessible from the Tanium™ Module Server
User credentials to an account on the SQL Server that can insert data, create
tables (optional), and run stored procedures (optional)

Set up the database
Decide whether to use an existing database or create a new database. The user account
that Connect uses for the database must have log in permissions to that database and
the appropriate permissions to tables and stored procedures (optional) within that
database.
1. Get the name of the database that you want to use for Connect. When you set up
the destination, you can have Connect create a new table for your data or use an
existing table.
2. (Optional) Configure database authentication.
Both standard and Windows authentication are supported. If the user needs to
create new tables from within Connect, give Create and Modify table definition
permissions.
3. (Optional) Create stored procedures.
You can create procedures that run before the first database row is inserted or after
the last row is inserted. Before you create the connection, these procedures and
any associated parameters must exist in your database. The user account for
Connect also must have permission to run these procedures.

Sample SQL Script for creating stored procedures
GO
/****** Object: Table [dbo].[connection_log]
8:02:32 AM ******/
SET ANSI_NULLS ON
GO
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON
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GO
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[connection_log](
[connectionRunId] [bigint] NOT NULL,
[connectionId] [bigint] NOT NULL,
[connectionName] [nvarchar](200) NOT NULL,
[source] [nvarchar](200) NOT NULL,
[databaseTable] [nvarchar](100) NULL,
[startTime] [datetime] NOT NULL,
[endTime] [datetime] NULL,
[runStatus] [nvarchar](20) NOT NULL,
[expectedRowCount] [bigint] NOT NULL,
[sourceRowCount] [bigint] NOT NULL,
[destinationRowCount] [bigint] NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED
(
[connectionRunId] ASC
)WITH (PAD_INDEX = OFF, STATISTICS_NORECOMPUTE = OFF, IGNORE_DUP_KEY =
OFF, ALLOW_ROW_LOCKS = ON,
ALLOW_PAGE_LOCKS = ON) ON [PRIMARY]
) ON [PRIMARY]
GO
/****** Object: StoredProcedure [dbo].[sp_onConnectionFinish] Script
Date: 4/25/2017 8:02:32 AM ******/
SET ANSI_NULLS ON
GO
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON
GO
CREATE proc [dbo].[sp_onConnectionFinish]
@connectionRunId bigint,
@runStatus nvarchar(20),
@sourceRowCount bigint,
@destinationRowCount bigint,
@finishTime datetime
as
BEGIN
update connection_log set runStatus = @runStatus, sourceRowCount =
@sourceRowCount,
destinationRowCount = @destinationRowCount, endTime = @finishTime
where connectionRunId = @connectionRunId
END
GO
/****** Object: StoredProcedure [dbo].[sp_onConnectionStart] Script
Date: 4/25/2017 8:02:32 AM ******/
SET ANSI_NULLS ON
GO
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON
GO
CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[sp_onConnectionStart]
@connectionName nvarchar(200),
@connectionId bigint,
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@connectionRunId bigint,
@source nvarchar(200),
@databaseTable nvarchar(100),
@startTime datetime,
@expectedRowCount bigint
AS
BEGIN
if exists (select * from connection_log where ConnectionRunId =
@connectionRunId) BEGIN
delete connection_log where ConnectionRunId = @connectionRunId
END
insert into connection_log (connectionRunId, connectionId,
connectionName, source, databaseTable,
startTime, endTime, runStatus, expectedRowCount, sourceRowCount,
destinationRowCount)
values (@connectionRunId, @connectionId, @connectionName, @source,
@databaseTable, @startTime, null,
'Running', isnull(@expectedRowCount, 0), 0, 0)
END
GO

Specify general connection information
1. On the Connect home page, click Create Connection.
2. Enter a name and description for your connection.

3. Enable the connection to run on a schedule.
Select Enable. You can set up the schedule when you configure the rest of the
connection. If the schedule is not enabled, the connection only runs when you
manually run it.
4. (Optional) Set the logging level.
By default, the logging is set to Information. Set the log level to Trace or Debug if
you are debugging the connection. To reduce the amount of logging, you can set
the log level to Warning, Error, or Fatal.

Configure the connection source
The connection source determines what data you are sending to the destination. This
data is usually information from Tanium™, such as a saved question, question log,
system status, or event. The settings vary depending on which source you choose.
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For more information about the connection sources that are available, see Connection
sources on page 12.

Configure SQL server destination
Specify information about how to connect to your database, test the database
connection, and configure which data is added to the database tables and rows.
1. In the Destination section, choose SQL Server.
2. Specify a Destination Name.
You can either indicate a unique name to save the configuration information as a
new destination, or you can select an existing SQL Server destination from the list.
3. Specify information for about your database, including server name, user ID and
password, and the database you want to use.
If you are using Windows authentication, specify the user name in the following
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format: domain_name\login_name.

4. To test the connection to the database, click Connect.If the connection to the
database is successful, the field for database name is displayed.
5. Choose the correct database. The field for the schema is displayed. Choose the
schema. The field for the table is displayed. Enter a new table name to be created
or choose an existing table name.
6. (Optional) Configure advanced settings. Expand Advanced Settings.
You can configure timeouts, batch size, and stored procedures.
Note: Stored procedure fields and parameters are available only if your
database already has stored procedures configured.

Configure filters
(Optional) You can use filters to modify the data that you are getting from your
connection source before it is sent to the destination.
For more information about the types of filters you can configure, see
Reference: Filtering options on page 111.

Map database columns
(Optional) You can view and change the mapping of the data from your source to the
columns in your database table.
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If the source is a saved question, the following columns are also available for writing to
the SQL Server destination:
l
l
l

l

Connection Run ID: The ID of the connection run.
Computer ID: The Tanium Computer ID.
Band Number: The source row number. When flattened, this number is in each row
that is associated with a row number that is received from Tanium.
Row Number: The destination row number. This value is a counter for the rows that
are output per connection run. The value is unique for each connection run.

Note: If a saved question results in more than one row per machine, then the
Computer ID is always set to 0 (zero).

You can change the Destination name of each column and Value Type to force the
column to be a String, Numeric, or DateTime value. If you choose Numeric for the value,
you can specify a default value that is used if the data cannot be coerced into a numeric
value. You can specify any negative or positive number. If you choose DateTime for the
value, specify the Date/Time format that you want to use for the column.

Schedule the connection
Connections can run at a highly configurable time interval, such as multiple times per
hour, day, week, or month.
Update the schedule: Use the Generate Cron tab to build a schedule based on some
common time intervals. This tab generates a Cron expression.
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To view or edit the Cron expression directly, click the Edit Cron Expression tab.

For more information about Cron syntax, see Reference: Cron syntax on page 110.

Save and verify connection
1. Click Create Connection. When the connection gets created, your new connection
displays in the list on the Connections page.
2. To view details about when the connection is running, click the name of the
connection. On the resulting connection details page, click the Runs tab.
3. To view individual run logs, click the link in the Status column in the Runs table.
Your connection is listed in the Connections list and data is sent to the SQL server at the
interval you specified. You might want to check your database table to verify that the
data is being exported correctly.
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Configuring VirusTotal
VirusTotal is an online service that analyzes files and URLs to identify viruses, worms,
trojans and other kinds of malicious content that is detected by antivirus engines and
website scanners. You can use Connect to send data to the VirusTotal API and check
for malware on your endpoints, and report the results to any connection destination.
IMPORTANT: If you did not configure VirusTotal connections in previous version
of Connect, you cannot create a VirusTotal destination (VirusTotal source process)
in Connect 4.1. If you do have a VirusTotal destination configured, we suggest that
you move the destination to use the reputation service. For more information, see
Configuring reputation data on page 36.

Overview
When configured, the Connect integration with VirusTotal:
1. Gets hashes of interest from saved questions or other Tanium products.
2. Sends the hashes to the VirusTotal API to see if those hashes are known malware.
3. Sends notifications about the results of the VirusTotal API query with a connection
destination. For example, you might send results to a log file, SIEM, or email.
To configure this integration, you use the reputation service and a connection. The
reputation service uses the VirusTotal API to check the hashes. The connection takes
the results of the VirusTotal API check and sends it to the specified connection
destinations.
After a hash is processed on a connection, it does not get processed again, even if no
filter is applied. If malware appears that matches the hash in a later run of the
connection, it does not get checked again by Connect through VirusTotal.
Tip: If you want to repeatedly check for a hash that was found by VirusTotal, you
can create a repeating IOC or YARA scan that contains the hash in Detect. For
more information, see the Tanium Detect User Guide.
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Prerequisites
l
l

l

To get hashes for processes or files, install Incident Response.
Configure VirusTotal as a Reputation Source in Connect. For more information,
see Configuring reputation data on page 36.
(Optional) Define and save a question that has a hash as part of the answer.
For example, if you are using Incident Response, the question: Get Running
Processes with MD5 Hash from all machines is one common choice. Save the
question so that it is listed in Connect when you create the connection to send data
to the reputation service.

Send data to the reputation service
If you want to pre-populate reputation data with hashes from your environment, you can
send data to the reputation service as a connection destination. When this content is prepopulated, the reputation service can start querying about the status of the items from the
reputation sources.
1. Create a new connection.
2. For the source, choose a saved question that returns a hash, such as Get Running
Processes with MD5 Hash from all machines.
3. For the destination, choose reputation service and select the appropriate hash type
for the Hash Field.

IMPORTANT: Each reputation service connection destination is configured for a
specific hash column name. You must use a separate destination for each hash
type that you are populating. For example, if you are populating both MD5 and
SHA1 hashes from different saved questions, create two connection destinations
with different values for the Hash Field field.
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Create a connection to send results
The connection sends the results of the VirusTotal API query to one of the standard data
targets. Although you can also create a reputation service source, the VirusTotal source
provides enhanced reporting information. The enhanced reporting information is
available only if you select Keep all reports on the Reputation Service settings page.
1. On the Connect home page, click Create Connection.
2. Enter a name and description for your connection.
3. In the Connection source section, choose VirusTotal API settings.

a. Define VirusTotal output settings to filter which VirusTotal responses are
reported.
Table 3: VirusTotal Output setting options
Value

Description

All

All VirusTotal responses are included.

Negative

Lists all files without evidence of threat or malware. Only items for which
VirusTotal knows the file hash and none of the virus engines have
reported it as a threat or malware are included.

Positive

Lists files that have been reported as a threat or malware. Only items for
which VirusTotal knows the file hash, because the file been scanned, and
one or more of the virus engines have reported the file as a threat or
malware are included.

Unknown

Only items for which VirusTotal has not scanned the file are included.
These items have no information about whether they are a threat.
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b. (Optional) If you had set the VirusTotal Output setting to Positive, you might
want to set a Positive Threshold.
This setting is an integer number of positive reports that must be on the hash
to be considered a potential threat or malware.
Tip: The likelihood that VirusTotal reports include false positive
indicators is higher when the value is set lower.
Example: If you set the value to 3, then three VirusTotal engines must report
an item as malicious for the item to be sent to Connect.
Setting the value to 0 disables the threshold. If any VirusTotal engine reports
that item as malicious, the item is sent to Connect.
4. In the Connection Destination section, choose a connection destination.

For initial setup, you might write to a file or send to email so that you can easily
confirm you are getting the results you expect from the VirusTotal lookup.
5. (Optional) Choose the appropriate Filter options. For more information about filters,
see Reference: Filtering options on page 111.
6. Choose the format that you want to use for your output. For more information about
formats, see Reference: Format types on page 113.
7. Update the schedule: Use the Generate Cron tab to build a schedule based on
some common time intervals. This tab generates a Cron expression.

To view or edit the Cron expression directly, click the Edit Cron Expression tab.
8. Click Create Connection.
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Save and verify connection
1. Click Create Connection. When the connection gets created, your new connection
displays in the list on the Connections page.
2. To view details about when the connection is running, click the name of the
connection. On the resulting connection details page, click the Runs tab.
3. To view individual run logs, click the link in the Status column in the Runs table.
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Troubleshooting
Troubleshoot Connect by using log files and the solutions to common problems. If you
cannot resolve the issues, collect support information.

Test connections
If you are having trouble with a connection, you can run the connection outside of the
scheduled intervals.
1. Send a test connection.
After you create the connection, a detail page about the connection is displayed.
Click Run Now to run the connection outside of the scheduled intervals that you
configured.

2. Look at the Runs tab for more information about each run for that connection. Click
an individual run to view the logs and download the run log. If you need more data,
you can edit the connection to update the Log Level value.
3. If the IP address for a connection is an internal IP, only a Tanium administrator can
run the connection by default. Click Settings
on the Connect home page, and
click the General Settings tab if needed. Enable the Allow Connections to Internal
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IPs setting to allow anyone to run connections to internal IPs.

Configure logs
Adjust log expiration
To adjust the number of days before log files are removed, click Settings
on the
Connect home page. Click the General Settings tab if needed. Edit the number of days
in the Connection Run Log Expiration field and click Save.

Adjust log level
To adjust the log level, choose a log level from the Connect Service Log Level dropdown menu and click Save.

Collect logs
Collect logs in Connect workbench
To collect logs, click Help
, then the Troubleshooting tab. Click Collect to download
a package that includes logs to send to support.

Collect logs from a command prompt
If you cannot get to the Connect Workbench to collect logs, for example, after an
installation problem, use the following steps to collect logs from the Tanium™ Module
Server.
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1. On your Module Server, open an administrative command prompt. Right-click the
Start menu and select Command Prompt (Admin).
2. From the command prompt, go to the \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium
Module Server\services\connect directory.
3. Run the following command:
node cli must-gather

4. Open the support package.
When the command completes, a message indicates where the support package
is written:
Create support package
Support package ready for pickup...
c:\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module Server\services\connectfiles\support\support.zip

View service logs
The Connect service records logs in the \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium
Module Server\services\connect-files\logs\server.log file. This file
is in JSON format by default, but you can use the Bunyan CLI tool to view the logs. From
the \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module
Server\services\connect-files\ directory, run the following command:
..\connect\node ..\connect\node_modules\bunyan\bin\bunyan logs\server.log

Search this log for the following message to tell when the Connect service starts:
Tanium Connect Starting

Troubleshoot problems
Problem: Cannot connect to Connect service
1. Verify that the Connect service is running on your Module Server.
To view the running services, click Start > Run. Type services.msc and click OK.
Verify that Connect is in the list and that the service is running.
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2. Check the service logs for any errors or messages about insufficient rights for the
user. The Connect service records logs in the \Program
Files\Tanium\Tanium Module Server\services\connectfiles\logs\server.log file.

Log locations
Service logs
The Connect service records logs in the \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium
Module Server\services\connect-files\logs\server.log file.

Connect configuration state
Connect stores information about connections and user settings in the \Program
Files\Tanium\Tanium Module Server\services\connectfiles\config\connect.db file.
IMPORTANT: Do not edit the connect.db file unless you are advised by your
TAM.

Connection run logs
Connections generate a log file for each run of the connection. The run logs are in the
\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module Server\services\connectfiles\logs\connections\ directory.

Support information
When you contact Support for help with Connect, provide the following information:
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1. Click info

and note the Workbench and Service versions.

2. To collect logs, click help
, then the Troubleshooting tab. Click Collect to
download a package that includes logs to send to support.

Uninstall Connect
The basic Connect module uninstallation is designed so that the data you have
collected is restored if you later decide to reinstall Connect. In some cases, you might
want to start "clean" and not restore the data. To do this, you must manually remove
some files.
IMPORTANT: Consult with your TAM before you uninstall or reinstall Connect.

Uninstall Connect so data is restored on reinstall
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Log into the Tanium Console as a user with the Administrator role.
Click the navigation menu icon and then select Tanium Solutions.
Under Connect, click Uninstall.
Review the summary and click Proceed with Uninstall.
When prompted to confirm, enter your password.

If you later import the Connect solution, the previous data is restored.

Uninstall Connect so you start fresh when you reinstall
1. Do an uninstallation as described in the previous section.
2. Manually delete the \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module
Server\services\connect-files\ directory.
Deleting the connect-files directory removes all existing Connect data. All logs,
output, the Connect database, and any other Connect data is deleted. If you later import
the Connect solution, the previous data is not restored.
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Reference: Cron syntax
A quick reference to Cron syntax follows. You can use Crontab to build a Cron
expression.
┌──────────────
│ ┌────────────
│ │ ┌──────────
│ │ │ ┌────────
│ │ │ │ ┌──────
│ │ │ │ │ ┌────
│ │ │ │ │ │
│ │ │ │ │ │
* * * * * *

second (optional)
minute
hour
day of month
month
day of week

Each asterisk is a field that must be included in the Cron expression. The field value can
either be an asterisk (any value) or one of the following values:
Table 4: Valid values for Cron fields
Field

Value

second

0-59

minute

0-59

hour

0-23

day of month

1-31

month

1-12

day of week (Sunday is 0 and 7)

0-7
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Reference: Filtering options
Use filters to modify the data that you are getting from your connection source before it is
sent to the destination. If you do not define a filter, all data from the source is sent to the
destination.
You can filter data by regular expressions, new items, or numeric operators.
Filters are linked to specific connections. You can create a filter when you create a
connection, or you can edit the existing connection to add or update a filter. You can
define multiple filters per connection. If you define multiple filters, a piece of data must
meet the conditions in all of the filters to get passed on to the destination.
For example, you are using the CPU utilization over 75% saved question, a numeric
filter that has a condition for CPU consumption greater than 80%, and a regular
expression filter for computer name that starts with srv*. Both these filter conditions must
be met for the data in a row to be passed to the destination.

New Items
With the New Items filter, only new data is sent to the destination. When you configure
this filter, you set a learning period value. During this period, no data is sent to the
destination while a set of baseline data is established. A hash of the data is stored in a
database that tracks the baseline.
All the values in each row of data are considered when the data is evaluated for
updates. For example, your connection source might be a saved question that has four
columns: computer name, running processes, MD5 hash of running process, and logged
in user. A change to any of the values in those columns causes the row to be flagged as
new. All the data in the row is sent to the connection destination.
If you want to clear the baseline data or restart the learning period, see Clear New Items
cache on page 34.

Keep Learning options
After the learning period, only new or changed data is sent through to the destination.
The default behavior is for the baseline data to continue to be updated with new data
after the learning period.
However, you can also deselect the Keep Learning setting. When this setting is
disabled, the baseline data from the original learning period is maintained going forward
and is not updated.
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The Persist setting, when enabled, keeps the filter on disk in between connection runs.
This default behavior works for most configurations. You might want to disable this
setting if you are trying to replicate the behavior of the removed Unique Values from
Columns filter. For more information, see Filtering considerations for Connect 4.x on
page 24.

Regular Expression
With the Regular Expression match option search, you choose a column in your results
to evaluate against your regular expression. If any matches occur, the whole row that
contains the matched column is returned as a result.

Example
Suppose that you want to filter for only 100 Mbps Connections with the Link Speed
sensor. The saved question is Get computer name and Tanium IP Address and Link
Speed. Create a filter on the Link Speed column with the regular expression: (?!10000)
(?!1000)(100). This particular example excludes 1000 and 10000, because by default
these values are returned when searching for 100.

Numeric Operator
Filter on a specific numeric column in your data set. You specify the column name, an
operation (greater than or less than) and a target value. The data set is evaluated, and
only the rows that meet the condition specified are sent to the destination.
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Reference: Format types
CEF
Common Event Format (CEF) is the default format for HP ArcSight. When you define
CEF format for your destination, you can include Advanced Settings such as the device
vendor, product and version, product name, version, source, and the end of entry
separator character. For the separator, you can use escape characters such as: \t (tab),
\n (new line), and \r (carriage return). Select the columns that you want to pass through
to the destination.
Default destinations: HP ArcSight

CSV
Comma-separated values. Select whether you want to include column headers in the
output. Select the columns that you want to pass through to the destination.
Default destinations: File, ServiceNow

Delimiter separated
To create a delimiter separated format, enter the characters that you want to use for
column and row delimiters. In addition to single characters, you can use escape
characters such as: \t (tab), \n (new line), and \r (carriage return). Select the columns
that you want to pass through to the destination.

Elasticsearch
Valid only when Elasticsearch is selected as the destination. Select the columns that
you want to pass through to the destination. For more information, see Creating an
Elasticsearch destination on page 50.

JSON
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) is lightweight data-interchange format. You can
specify the row delimiter that goes between the individual entries. In addition to single
characters, you can use escape characters such as: \t (tab), \n (new line), and \r
(carriage return). Select the columns that you want to pass through to the destination.
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LEEF
Log Event Extended Format (LEEF) is the default format for: IBM QRadar, LogRhythm,
and McAfee SIEM. When you define LEEF format for your destination, you can include
Advanced Settings such as the LEEF version, product name, version, source, and the
end of entry separator character. In addition to single characters, you can use escape
characters such as: \t (tab), \n (new line), and \r (carriage return) for the separator.
Default destinations: IBM QRadar, LogRhythm, and McAfee SIEM

SQL server
When you are exporting data to SQL server, you can map the columns from the source to
the columns in the database table. For more information, see Configuring a SQL Server
destination on page 93.

Syslog
A standard for message logging. You can define the syslog message components,
including the facility code, severity, message identifier, version, and separator. For the
separator, you can use escape characters such as: \t (tab), \n (new line), and \r
(carriage return). Select the columns that you want to pass through to the destination.
Default destinations: Splunk, Socket Receiver
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